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On Sept. 7, Venezuelan President Jaime Lusinchi summoned an extraordinary meeting of his
cabinet to discuss acceptance of a refinancing agreement with 460 foreign creditor banks. Caracas
has until October 1 to formally accept the agreement, which would require payment of about $750
million in 1987 alone. Local media sources and political opposition groups claim the cabinet meeting
is a mere formality, since the decision has already been made. In recent weeks, the agreement with
the banks became a target for criticism by opposition parties and trade unions who argued that
the government cannot endorse the continual transfer of resources to the exterior at the expense
of domestic development. Illustrative of the arguments against yet another traditional refinancing
agreement are statements by former Social Christian party presidents, Rafael Caldera and Luis
Herrera Campins. Caldera said that for Venezuela, as for the rest of Latin America, an alternative
strategy for paying the foreign debt must be found, starting from the premise of guaranteeing
democratic stability. After describing Venezuela's fiscal and economic conditions as extremely
serious, Herrera Campins said national solidarity is necessary to cope with the foreign debt
problem, i.e., rejection of conditions imposed by creditor banks. Government officials perceive
the pending agreement as the only means to obtain new loans for development projects and for
covering a $2 billion balance of payments deficit. (Basic data from PRENSA LATINA, 09/07/87)
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